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On some subgroups of the multiplicative group of
finite rings

par JOSÉ FELIPE VOLOCH

RÉSUMÉ. Soit S un sous-ensemble de Fq, le corps à q éléments et
h ~ Fq [x] un polynôme de degré d &#x3E; 1 sans racines dans S. On

considère le groupe généré par l’image de {x - s s ~ S} dans
le groupe des unités de l’anneau Fq[x]/(h). Dans cet article nous
présentons les bornes inférieures pour le cardinal de ce groupe.
Notre motivation principale est une application au nouvel algo-
rithme polynomial pour tester la primalité [AKS]. Ces bornes ont
également des applications à la théorie des graphes et pour ma-
jorer le nombre de points rationnels sur les revètement abeliens
de la droite projective sur les corps finis.

ABSTRACT. Let S be a subset of Fq, the field of q elements and
h ~ Fq [x] a polynomial of degree d &#x3E; 1 with no roots in S. Con-
sider the group generated by the image of {x - s | s ~ S} in the
group of units of the ring Fq[x]/(h). In this paper we present
a number of lower bounds for the size of this group. Our main
motivation is an application to the recent polynomial time primal-
ity testing algorithm [AKS]. The bounds have also applications to
graph theory and to the bounding of the number of rational points
on abelian covers of the projective line over finite fields.

Introduction

Let ,S’ be a subset of FQ, the field of q elements and h E Fq [x] a polynomial
of degree d &#x3E; 1 with no roots in ,S’. Consider the group G generated by the
image of s E 6’} in the group of units U of the ring = Fq (x~ / (h) .
In this paper we present a number of lower bounds for the size of G. We
retain the above notation throughout the paper.
Our main motivation is the recent polynomial time primality testing

algorithm [AKS]. A lower bound for the size of G features essentially in
their argument and improvements on this bound lead to improvements
to the running time of their algorithm. We will discuss some of these

improvements in the last section.

Manuscrit reçu le 25 septembre 2002.
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Such groups occur in many other contexts. For instance, Chung [C],
showed that when q is sufficiently large and S = Fq, then G is the whole
group of units of R and the Cayley graph of G with the above generators
is a graph with good expander properties. See also [Co], [K]. The group G
and similar groups also appear in the index calculus method of computing
discrete logarithms in finite fields.
We use different techniques according to whether 181 is large or small.

1. S mall I S I
In [AKS] they notice that, with notation as in the introduction, 

since the polynomials in the set I 
are all distinct modulo h. The following result improves this when 181 ]  d.

Theorem 1. With notation as in the introduction, assume further that q
is prime and that q &#x3E; (7d - 21SI)/5. Then G has cardinality at least

Proof. Consider the set (6d- !~!)/5} c Fq[Xl-
We claim that at most two elements of this set can lie in the same congru-
ence class modulo h. It is clear that the claim implies the theorem.
To prove the claim, let A, B, C be polynomials of the form 

such that A - B - C (mod h), with maxfdeg A, deg B, deg (7} = d + 6 with
J as small as possible (note that, 0). Write A-B = f h, A-C =
gh, where f, g E deg f, degg  ð. We have then (g- f )A-gB+f C =
0. Let D be the greatest common divisor of (g - f )A, gB, f C. Let us prove
that Dlfg(f - g). Indeed, let r be an irreducible polynomial with rnllD.
If rn divides either f or g, we are done. Otherwise, r divides B and C and
by the minimality of J it cannot divide A, so rn must divide f - g and this
proves that D I fg (f - g) which entails that deg D  3S.
We now apply the ABC theorem to (g - f )A/D - gB/D + f C/D = 0.

(Note that we may assume  q for otherwise the claim will follow from
the hypothesis that q &#x3E; (7d-2ISI)/5). One of the summands has degree at
least max{deg A, deg B, deg C} - deg D &#x3E; d - 2~. On the other hand, the
conductor of the product of the summands divides f g( f - g) s),
therefore d - 2J  ISI + 36. It follows that d + J &#x3E; (6d - ISI)15, proving
the claim and the theorem. D

Remark. D. Bernstein pointed out that, with a bit more care, one can
replace [(6d + 4~5~)/5~ with [(3d + ISI)/2] in the theorem. He has also

improved the result by allowing multiple congruences. See [B2].
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Theorem 2. If d/2 then

Proof. Consider the set of rational functions

- _.- - _

They are all distinct, for distinct choices of the as and moreover they are
distinct mod h, by the conditions on the degrees. To count the number of
elements of this set, notice that there are choices with

£ as  d/2. Having chosen those, note that the number of s with as &#x3E; 0 is

at most d/2 and therefore there are at least 181- d/2 elements s in S with
as = 0. For those s, we repick the as, this time choosing them non-positive
and satisfying E -as  d/2. We have choices for these, proving
the theorem. D

Remarks. (i) One can generalize the argument of the previous theorem
by allowing

and moreover, it is possible to combine the arguments of theorems 1 and
2 and thereby obtain small improvements on them when  (1 + E)d for
small e.

(ii) J. Vaaler pointed out that one can improve the lower bound in the
previous theorem as follows. Pick u  u, for each choice of

disjoint subsets U, V of S, IUI = v, pick as such that as &#x3E; 0, s E
U, as  0, s E V, as = 0, otherwise, subject to 

d/2. The number of choices is dl2‘ He also computed theu v u v
optimal choice of u, v in terms of lslld.

(iii) I. Shparlinski pointed out that the above bounds improve the best
known lower bound for the order t of a root the multiplicative
group of Fpp (see [LPS]) to t &#x3E; 22~54P, which in turn is significant for the
arithmetic of Bell numbers (see [S]).

2. Large
Theorem 3. &#x3E; (d - then

Proof. Consider the group scheme 9 representing the functor k -

(k[x]/(h))X for FQ-algebras k, which is a linear torus. We also have a
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morphism X ~ G, t ~--&#x3E; ~ - t where X = {h = 0}. Under these defini-
tions, the group G is the group generated by the image of in

9, so G is a subgroup of g(Fq). Let m be index of the former group in the
latter. There is another linear torus 1t together with an isogeny 0 : 
of degree m with = G (see [V] where a similar situation is studied
in the context of abelian varieties and the proofs carry over to the present
context). The pull-back of the image of X in 9 under 0 is a curve Y which is
etale over X and therefore defines an abelian cover of Pl of degree m ram-
ified above {h = 0} and infinity. Moreover, the conductor of the cover is a
factor of hoo. Therefore, the genus of the compactification of Y is therefore
at most (d-1 )(m-1)/2 by the Hurwitz formula. Now the elements of S give
points in X which split completely in Y, since S generates G, so counting
points on the compactification of Y gives mlSI+ 1  
i.e., m  (q - (d - 1)q1/2)/(181- (d - 1)q1~2). As the result
follows. D

Remarks. (i) It follows immediately from the theorem that G is the whole
of U if 181 &#x3E; (q + (d - 1)q1~2)~2.

(ii) I owe to M. Zieve the remark that the above argument works for an
arbitrary h and not just separable ones.

(iii) The order of U is if h = where the

hi are irreducible of degree di.
(iv) We can combine the bounds of section 1 with the above arguments

by, say using the crude bound I U I /m  qd/m, to get bounds on the
number of rational points of P splitting completely in an abelian extension
in terms of the degree and ramification of the extension. These bounds are
sometimes better than the Riemann hypothesis and other known bounds
such as the one in [FPS].

3. Large p and small ISI
The bounds of section 1 are independent of q and one might wonder if

the size of G grows with q if 181 I and deg h are held fixed. We show that
this is the case under special circumstances.

Theorem 4. Let p be a prime nurraber, r a positive integer and h E Fp[x],
the r-th cyclotomic polynomial and assume that h is irreducible of degree
d &#x3E; 1. Let S = {-2, 2, 3, ... , Ll. The group G generated by the image of

E 9} in Fp [x] / (h) has cardinality at least (logp)L/L!(log(L+2))L.
Proof. Let ( be a root of h in Fp[xll(h). Consider the lattice A C ZL
of vectors (a1,..., aL) satisfying s)as = 1. This is a lattice of
discriminant ~G~ and therefore, by Minkowski’s convex body theorem, there
exists an a E A,a ~ 0 satisfying IIall1 := ¿SES (L!BGl)l/L. Let ~ be
a primitive r-th root of unity in characteristic zero and consider the map
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Z[~] - Fp~~~, ~ H ~, with kernel p = (p). Then 7 = s)as satisfies
7 - I E p so INQ(ç)/Q(¡-l)1 ~ pd. On the other hand, for each archimedian
absolute value 1.1 ] on Q(), !7 - l!  I-yl + 1  1 + I1sEs lE - We have

that s~  L + 1 and that lç - sl ~ 1 so I1sEs li - (L + so

~~y-l~  (L+2)lIalll and finally INQ(ç)/Q(¡-l)1  Comparing
the upper and lower bounds for INQ(ç)/Q(¡-l)1 gives logp
and the upper bound on obtained by construction above gives the
result. D

4. Applications to AKS

A version of a fundamental result in [AKS] with improvements by Lenstra
[L] (see also [B]) yields the following criterion:

Theorem. Let n be a positive integer, let r be a prime such that n is a
primitive root modulo r. Let h be the r-th cyclotomic Polynomial. Let S
be a set of integers such that, for b E S, (x - b)n = xn - b holds in the
ring (Z/nZ) [x] / (h). If p is a prime dividing n such that S injects into Fp
and the corresponding group G C Fp[x]/(h) satisfies nvT then n is a
power of p.

An obvious way to apply the theorem is to check the congruence for
b = 1, ... , B and take S = but in fact we can take S to be
a larger set, as we proceed to show. Assume B &#x3E; 1 and suppose that

in for b = 1, ... , B. Assume that n does
not have any prime factor smaller than B 2 and, in particular, n is odd. By
projecting to 1) we get bn =- b(mod n), b = 1, ... , B - 1. We
may replace x by 1/x in the above equality and still obtain a valid identity
which can be rewritten as (x - b- 1) n = xn - b-1 for b = 1, ... , B - 1.
If p is a prime dividing n, we claim that b-1 =j:. b’(mod p),1  b, b’  B,
for otherwise p  bb’ - 1  B2. Of course the identity is also valid for
b = 0, so verifying the identity for b = l, ... , B automatically gives its
validity for a set of 2B elements. One could further replace x by x 2 and
take b = a2, a  to obtain that (x + a)n = xn + a in Z/nZ[x]/(xT -1)
for 0
To apply the above to test primality one needs to choose r and S and

then the cost of verifying the congruences is O(ISlr(log n)2) approximately.
Thus one wishes to minimize ISIR under the condition that nV’-.
The following argument is due to Bernstein: If we use the lower bound

and we can take d = r - 1 and we put ~S) = tr where t
is a parameter, then log is approximately H(t)r, where H(t) _
(t + 1) log(t + 1) - t log(t). We must have H(t)r &#x3E; y’rlogn, which gives
r &#x3E; (log n)2/H(t)2 and ISIR &#x3E; t(log n)4/H(t)4. The minimum of t/H(t)4
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is approximately 0.076 and occurs at t near 17.49. So theorem 1 is not

useful, for it only applies for t  1. However, theorem 2 can be used and
one can go through the same argument with a different function H(t) =
(t+1/2) log(t-~1~2)-(t-1/2) log(t-1/2)-~log2 which now has a minimum
approximately 0.039 occurring at t near 10.28. This leads to choosing r near
0 - 061 (log n) 2and I S near 0.62(logn)2, so B near 0.31(logn)2. In the event
that an optimal choice of r cannot be made, one has to choose a smaller
181 ] and perhaps theorem 1 becomes relevant.
The applications to AKS remain in flux. To see a list of all improvements

to date and a global survey of how they enter the picture, see [B].
We conclude by mentioning the results of a numerical experiment. We

checked for primes p, r, with 5  r  19, r  p  50, p ~ 1 (mod r) for the
smallest value of B such that taking S = (I, ... , B} and h an irreducible
factor of the r-th cyclotomic polynomial, we have G = (FP~x~/(h))". In all
but a few cases, we found B  4. For r = 19, p = 31 we found B = 10,
but already for B = 4, G had index two in (Fp [x] / (h)) x. For those cases
we even looked at the maximal subset S of Fp with x - s, s E S being in a
given subgroup of G. None of our bounds were anywhere close to the true
size of IGI. We expect that our bounds can be vastly improved.
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